
Cradlepoint LTE solutions provide emergency services with secure and reliable connectivity. Cradlepoint provides a portfolio 
of rugged and reliable wireless router solutions and cloud network management software for in-vehicle, headquarter offices, 
and IoT connectivity — helping teams stay safer, respond faster, and perform better.

Fast & reliable connections allow ambulances  
to respond quickly without skipping a beat

When crisis strikes, connecting with the right medical professionals at 
the right time is a matter of life or death. Whether on scene or en route, 
ambulances rely on Cradlepoint’s fast and reliable mobile router solutions 
to view patient data, video conference with doctors and specialists, and 
constantly stream patient vitals to awaiting teams, all without skipping a beat

Fire & rescue need proven, rugged solutions  
that can take the heat

Whether responding to structure fires, bushfires, or other emergencies, 
fire and rescue can’t afford a second of downtime. Firefighters rely on 
Cradlepoint to remotely access blueprints and maps, gain an aerial view of 
the scene via drones, and keep operations coordinated.

Reliable & secure solutions that keep  
police officers connected anywhere

Always-on connectivity — in vehicles, command centres, and onscene — is 
essential for police forces to perform at their best. Cradlepoint’s secure and 
reliable wireless router solutions keep officers connected to the people, data, 
and things they rely on and ready to face whatever challenges that come 
their way safely and effectively.
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Secure, Ruggedised Network Connectivity
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Always-on Networks to Protect Communities
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The First ESN-Approved In-Vehicle Routers

The way they’re mounted in our car, and with that metal exterior, our officers 
have been able to rely on Cradlepoint routers all day, every day.

Chief Constable

Through NetCloud Manager, router firmware upgrades within the fleet that 
used to take about 3 days now are done remotely in about 3 minutes.

Fire Brigade Technical Services Administrator

COR IBR1700

COR IBR900 Series
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